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SPIRITUAL PRACTICE GROUP
April 7 th, 2020 10-11:30am
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Welcome and Introductions

I am arriving ….
I am [NAME]

[Complete the
sentence]
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“I AM WHERE I NEED TO
BE. EVERYTHING AROUND
ME INCLUDES AND HIDES
THE SACRED.” MARY
MROZOWSKI
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Hands on belly
Breathe deeply
Recall…

“BELOVED”
PRACTICE

Feel
“Beloved”
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Day 8
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Movement One:
Feel and sink into what you are experiencing
this moment in your body.
Movement Two:
“Welcome” what you are experiencing this moment
in your body as an opportunity to consent
to the Divine Indwelling.

“WELCOMING
PRACTICE”

Movement Three:
Let go by saying the following sentence:
I let go of my desire for security, affection, control
and embrace this moment as it is.
◆◆◆
The daily reminder to practice the Welcoming Prayer
is our body. By learning to notice what’s happening in the
body in the moment, we can use this new incarnational
awareness as our reminder to practice the prayer. That’s why
it is so important to practice the scanning exercise.
We’re developing a new muscle of consciousness, a new way
of becoming aware of our next opportunity to consent to
God’s presence and action in the ordinary activity of our lives.
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“Welcome, welcome, welcome.
Once we learn to notice, feel and sink into, the prayer
I welcome
everything
that Eventually,
comes towith
mepractice,
in this moment
takes less and
less actual time.
because
I know
it is and
for easy
my ashealing…”
it can become
as quick
breathing in (scan, feel,
25

sink into) and breathing out (welcome, let go).

“I let go of my desire to change any situation, condition, person, or myself.
I open to the love and presence of God
and the healing action and grace within”

Mary Mrozowski 1925-1993
The creator & spiritual mother of the welcoming practice
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Roman Catacombs
300-350
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MAY THESE
CANDLES…
…remind us of the
brightness of your love and
healing power.
Forgive us that we may
forgive one another.
Renew us so that when we
fail, we may begin again.
Amen
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Lectio Divina
First
Reading

Before the first person reads you might say:
“Notice a word or a phrase as you listen”.
After the first reading invite people to share their word/phrase.

Second
Reading

Before the second person reads you might say:
“Notice anything that stands out to you, that has particular
meaning for you”
After the second reading invite people to share in a word or
phrase what they noticed.
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Third
Reading

Before the third person reads you might say:
“Notice what happens in your heart”
“Following this reading, we will move into 10 minutes of silence and
you are invited to receive the love of God.
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GRANT US…
…the blessing of your
gracious presence,
uphold and strengthen
us in all goodness, and
enable us to live
consciously in the deep
stream of eternal light.
Amen
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An invitation to share

What did you
experience?

What are you
invited to do
or be?
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THE GRACE…
…of our Lord Jesus Christ
And the love of God
And the fellowship of the
Holy Spirit
Be with us all,
evermore.
Amen
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